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Abstract
Optical characterization of DNA-wrapped CoMoCAT carbon nanotube hybrids (DNA–CNT) and semiconductor-enriched
DNA–CNT was carried out using resonant Raman spectroscopy (RRS) and photoluminescence (PL) experiments. The values of
radial breathing modes frequency xRBM were found to be relatively insensitive to the type of wrapping agents surrounding the nanotube. The values of xRBM and the ﬁrst and second resonant interband transitions, E11 and E22, for a particular (n, m) tube for all
sample types in RRS and PL measurements are found to correspond to the values obtained for SDS-dispersed nanotubes measured
with PL, but with a shift in Eii ranging from 10 to 80 meV. The DNA-wrapping has shown not only to provide good isolation to the
individual nanotube in a bundle, but the DNA wrapping mechanism for the CoMoCAT sample has also been shown to be diameter
selective.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
As the nature of materials research becomes increasingly interdisciplinary, numerous long-standing research
problems have been revisited in recent years using biological methods for materials modiﬁcation. One of the
most exciting applications of such biological methods
is the separation of single wall nanotubes (SWNTs)
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using single stranded DNA (ss-DNA) to modify the
interaction between a carbon nanotube (CNT) and its
environment [1,2].
Previous studies [1,2] have shown that ss-DNA of the
poly-d(GT) sequence forms a stable complex with individual SWNTs by wrapping around them via the aromatic interactions between the guanine (G) and
thymine (T) bases and the nanotube sidewall. By passing
such hybrids through an ion exchange chromatography
(IEC) column, fractions strongly enriched with CNTs of
speciﬁc metallicities and with a modiﬁed diameter distribution can be obtained [2,3].
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The IEC separation of DNA–CNT hybrids has received considerable attention recently, and various aspects of this separation have been investigated [3,4].
However, relatively little is known about how the physical properties of the nanotubes are aﬀected by the different degrees of isolation achieved using diﬀerent
wrapping agents.
In this work, a resonant Raman spectroscopy (RRS)
study was carried out on DNA–CNT hybrids to investigate the eﬀects of DNA and CNT interactions. A semiconductor-enriched (S-enriched) fraction of DNA–CNT
hybrids from an IEC separation (fractionation) was
studied to understand the eﬀect of the S-enrichment.
The Raman measurements show that the DNA wrapping is a diameter selective process for the CoMoCAT
nanotubes, and the fractionation procedure further decreases the metallic components of the sample, as shown
previously for the case of HiPco SWNTs [5]. Photoluminescence (PL) mapping was carried out to study the PL
process in the DNA–CNT hybrid system. Electronic
transitions, Eii, were observed over a wide range of excitation energies, Elaser, for both samples. The values of
the radial breathing mode frequencies, xRBM, and of
the interband transition energies Eii of the DNA–CNT
hybrids measured by RRS and PL experiments can be
well-correlated with the previously established (2n +
m = constant) family patterns for SDS-encapsulated
HiPco nanotubes [5].

smaller than the uncertainty in the experimental Eii
determination (5 meV) [9].
SWNTs produced using CoMoCAT catalysts [10,11],
which yield SWNTs with a narrow diameter (dt) and chiral angle (h) distribution, were used as the starting material, following previously described procedures [1,2].
CoMoCAT-based DNA–CNT samples were analyzed
by RRS (on dried SWNT bundles and DNA–CNT hybrids) and by PL (on DNA–CNT hybrids in solution)
experiments.
The dried DNA–CNT samples were prepared by
dropping 30 lL of the stock solution onto a sapphire
substrate 1 lL at a time. The drops were allowed to
dry into a thick layer of nanotubes. An as-produced,
CoMoCAT-based, non-fractionated DNA–CNT sample
and an S-enriched DNA–CNT sample obtained from the
IEC fractionation process [2] were all studied. Optical
absorption studies [12] have shown that the fractionated
sample is strongly enriched in (6, 5) SWNTs.
The PL experiments were carried out in a DNA–CNT
hybrid solution diluted 20 times from a stock solution.
The samples were then placed in a glass cuvette with
an optical beam path of 1mm. The sample was excited
using a tunable Ti:Sapphire laser, which is pumped by
a high power Ar+ ion laser. The emitted light was collected in a back scattering geometry and was focused
onto a North Coast Ge detection system and a Spex
750M Spectrometer.

2. Experimental

3. Results and discussion

Thirteen laser excitation energies, Elaser, were used in
the RRS measurements, including the 2.71 eV (458 nm),
2.60 eV (477 nm), 2.54 eV (488 nm), 2.50 eV (497 nm),
2.47 eV (502 nm), 2.41 eV (514 nm), 2.18 eV (568 nm)
and 1.92 eV (647 nm) lines from an Ar/Kr laser; 1.97
eV (633 nm), 1.94 eV (640 nm) and 1.88 eV (658 nm)
from a dye laser (using DCM dye), pumped by an Ar+
ion laser; 1.97 eV (633 nm) from a HeNe laser; and
2.33 eV (532 nm) from a Nd:YAG/Nd:YVO4 crystal
laser. A Dilor XY triple monochromator spectrometer
was used in conjunction with the Ar/Kr and the dye
laser, wheras an air-cooled CCD detector attached to
a Renishaw 1000B micro-Raman system was used in
conjunction with the 1.96 and 2.33 eV excitation. All
scattered light was collected through a 50· microscope
objective in the backscattering geometry. The laser
power level was kept below 0.5 mW to prevent overheating the sample, and the average temperature (T) of the
DNA–CNT sample was 350 K [6].
Although a small degree of heating (50 K), was observed, previous studies [7,8] showed that, the 50 K increase in T should not shift the RBM frequencies by
more than 1 cm1, and the changes in spectral intensities
do not shift the ES22 value by more than 2 meV, which is

3.1. ES22 measurements from the anti-Stokes and Stokes
RRS experiments
Stokes and anti-Stokes RRS measurements were carried out on DNA–CNT hybrid samples. In most nonresonant Raman scattering events, the relative spectral
intensities for the Stokes and anti-Stokes processes reﬂect the temperature dependence of the relative phonon
populations. In nanotube systems where the joint density of states (JDOS) has sharp van Hove singularities,
the anti-Stokes/Stokes intensity ratio (IAS/IS) is dominated by the resonance process. Values of Eii were determined from the intersection of the resonance windows
for the AS and S scattering processes [13]. The widths
of the resonance window proﬁles are denoted by the
parameter, Cr, in the spectral intensity equation [13],
and Cr gives information about the excited state relaxation rate and the inhomogeneous broadening of the resonance window. The intensity ratios of the resonance
window proﬁles, constructed using the average Cr values
for each type of sample with similar wrapping agents
[14], were compared to the ratios of the temperaturenormalized IAS/IS ratios at Elaser to obtain an experimental determination of Eii [13,15].
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The resonance windows for the dried unfractionated
DNA–CNT hybrids have an average Cr value of 15
meV, which is narrow compared to the Cr for pristine
(not wrapped) CoMoCAT nanotubes in bundles (100
meV) and the Cr for SDS-dispersed HiPco nanotubes
in solution (60 meV) [9]. Without the inhomogeneous
broadening eﬀects arising from the helical DNA-wrapping, the Cr value for an isolated nanotube on a SiO2
substrate [16] has been found to be less than 10 meV.
The relatively narrow resonance window for DNA–
CNT CoMoCAT hybrids determined here suggests that
although a large number of nanotubes were measured
under the laser light spot in the dried DNA–CNT hybrid
sample, the individual nanotubes in the DNA–CNT hybrid bundles were well isolated from one another and
were only slightly aﬀected by inhomogeneous broadening eﬀects associated with nanotube bundling. With a
smaller proportion of metallic (M) SWNTs present,
the fractionated, semiconductor (S)-enriched DNA–
CNT sample had a slightly smaller Cr (by less than
1.5 meV) than that of the non-fractionated DNA–
CNT sample.
To facilitate comparison with the work of others, the
RRS-determined ES22 values for S SWNTs were plotted
against the radial breathing mode frequencies, xRBM,
in Fig. 1. The colored square data points denote the
two DNA-wrapped SWNT samples with diﬀerent S to
M ratios. To help with the interpretation of the RRS
data, the RRS-measured ES22 values for the DNA–
CNT hybrids are compared to the ES22 values measured
using the PL technique for an SDS dispersed HiPco
nanotube sample in solution, for which a previously
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Fig. 1. ES22 determined from the temperature-normalized IAS/IS ratios
of the RRS spectra, plotted against xRBM, showing the (2n + m = constant) family behavior. Colored data points denote the two DNAwrapped samples with diﬀerent S:M ratios (see text), measured with
both RRS and PL. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

determined ﬁtting formula was employed to extract the
corresponding xRBM values [5,17]. The RRS measured
xRBM values for the DNA–CNT hybrids in the present
work correspond very well with the formula-extracted
xRBM for the SDS nanotubes with the same (n, m)
assignment [5]. From the comparison of ES22 vs: xRBM
values, the DNA–CNT hybrids were found to follow
the (2n + m = constant) family patterns previously
determined from PL measurements of SDS-encapsulated samples [5]. SWNTs in the same family are connected by the dotted lines in Fig. 1, and the family
numbers are shown. The wrapping of DNA was found
to shift the second interband transition, ES22 , by 10–80
meV, relative to SDS-isolated HiPco nanotubes with
the same (n, m) assignment. Fractionated and non-fractionated samples were found to be shifted by diﬀerent
amounts, in the same direction, either blue or red shifted
relative to SDS-encapsulated nanotubes. The average
shift over all of the nanotubes measured comes out to
be about 30 meV to the red. Since the SDS-encapsulated
HiPco nanotubes were in solution, whereas the DNAwrapped nanotubes are dried, the diﬀerence in environment could possibly contribute to the diﬀerence in the
E22 transition energies.
Even though good agreement can be obtained between the xRBM and ES22 values of SWNTs wrapped in
diﬀerent agents, as shown above, analysis of other phonon features shows that environmental eﬀects play an
important role in CNT optical processes. Eﬀects of
DNA-wrapping and solvation were also observed in
the changes in other Raman modes of the various samples studied in the present work, as discussed below.
Fig. 2a shows the changes in the RBM spectra at different laser excitation energies. The diﬀerences between
the RBM spectra between pristine, unwrapped nanotubes and the DNA-wrapped nanotubes indicate that
the wrapping mechanism is diameter-selective, selecting
nanotubes within a speciﬁc diameter range that ﬁts the
speciﬁc dimensions of the GT-DNA. As shown in Fig.
2a, the intensity of the RBM for smaller and larger
diameter tubes outside of the range of 240–320 cm1
are largely reduced or eliminated as the GT-DNA
strands wrap around the nanotubes. The mechanism
for DNA-assisted separation of HiPco CNTs using
IEC has been discussed in detail in previous works
[1,2]. The diameter selectivity is evident in the case of
DNA-wrapped CoMoCAT nanotubes, as a result of
the smaller and narrower diameter distribution of the
CoMoCAT nanotubes. The separation of nanotubes
by diameter and metallicity can be further achieved by
sending the DNA-wrapped starting material through
IEC fractionation columns.
The environmental eﬀects of DNA-wrapping and the
eﬀects of the diﬀerent ratios of S to M nanotubes within
the sample are shown in the G-band spectra of Fig. 2.
Fig. 2b shows a comparison of the G-band spectra of
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Fig. 2. (a) A comparison of RBM spectra of CoMoCAT bundles and
DNA-wrapped CoMoCAT CNTs taken at diﬀerent laser excitation
energies (see text). (b) A comparison of the G-band spectra of diﬀerent
CoMoCAT-based DNA–CNT samples taken with 2.19 eV laser
excitation (see text). After the bundles are broken up by DNAwrapping, the diﬀerent species within the bundle only interact weakly.

diﬀerent environments taken at Elaser = 2.19 eV. Since
previous PL experiments [10,18] showed that 2.19 eV
excitation is strongly in resonance with the ES22 transition
of the (6, 5) nanotube, the G-band Raman spectra in
Fig. 2b are dominated by the resonant transitions of
the (6, 5) nanotubes, as indicated by the dominant
RBM peak at 310 cm1. Progressively narrower linewidths of the various G-band components are seen in
Fig. 2b as the intertube interactions are ﬁrst reduced
by DNA-isolation, then as the DNA–CNT sample becomes S-enriched, and ﬁnally as the DNA-hybrids are
separated from one another by solvation, reﬂecting the
progressively more homogeneous environment of
the (6, 5) SWNTs. This observation is consistent with
the decreasing Cr values as the nanotube is wrapped with
a ss-DNA strand, and as the sample becomes
S-enriched, as mentioned above.
DNA-wrapping and fractionation also aﬀect the
intensity and frequencies of the various G-band components. Five components were observed in the G-band
spectra of the CoMoCAT starting material in Fig. 2b.
The peak at 1590 cm1 can be associated with the diameter-independent G+ component with A/E1 symmetry,
whereas the peaks at 1541 and 1526 cm1 can, respectively, be associated with the diameter-dependent G
component for the larger diameter M CNTs ðG
M Þ and
the smaller diameter S CNTs ðG
Þ
of
either
A
or E1
S
symmetry [19]. In addition, two smaller intensity peaks
identiﬁed with E2 symmetry were observed at 1498 and
1604 cm1.
Relative G
M intensity decreases are observed as more
small diameter (S) CNTs are selected by DNA-wrap-
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ping. The intensity of the G
M further decreases as the
number of M CNT decreases in the fractionated sample.
As the samples were wrapped by DNA, the E2 modes
disappeared, suggesting that the isolation achieved by
DNA-wrapping quenches such E2-type transitions in
nanotubes.
For an excitation energy at 2.19 eV shown in Fig. 2b,
a consistent upshift in all the G peak frequencies of
about 6 cm1, as well as a small downshift of 2 cm1
in the G+ peak frequency, relative to the CoMoCAT
starting material, were observed for all DNA-wrapped
samples. The G upshift could be identiﬁed with the
changes in the in-plane vibrational force constant,
resulting from the DNA–CNT interactions. An average
downshift of the G+ feature for dried and solution
DNA-wrapped SWNTs samples is found to be about 2
cm1. This can be attributed to the combination of a
small degree of perturbed in-plane vibrations and the
charge transfer between the electron-donating species
of DNA molecules and SWNTs. For most laser excitation energies, the magnitude of this charge transfer eﬀect
is found to be slightly larger when the samples are in
solution.
3.2. Photoluminescence measurements
PL measurements were carried out to investigate
the eﬀect of fractionation and DNA-wrapping. From
PL measurements over a wide range of excitation
energies, the ES11 and ES22 transitions of the DNA–
CNT hybrids were determined. Fig. 3 shows a section
of the two-dimensional contour plot of the excitation

Fig. 3. A slice of the 2D contour plot of excitation vs. emission
energies for a section of the PL data for the unfractionated DNA–
CNT sample where ES22 ! ES11 absorption–emission transitions are
found. The (n, m) assignments for these transitions can be identiﬁed by
comparing their energies with the assigned PL transitions for SDSdispersed HiPco SWNTs [5]. Note that the (8, 6) transition is denoted
by the white ellipse. The intensity of the transition is too weak to show
up on the scale of the present plot.
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vs. emission energies for the unfractionated sample in
solution in the near-IR region. PL signals were observed from both fractionated and non-fractionated
samples.
The energy positions for all of the E22 and E11 transitions measured for the two samples using Raman
and PL are listed in Table 1. The excitation and emission
energies for these peaks can be correlated with the
ES22 and ES11 energies previously measured for SDSencapsulated HiPco nanotubes in solution, as shown
in Fig. 1. The average width of these absorption bands
is 30 meV for both the SDS/HiPco and DNA/CoMoCAT tubes.
Fig. 1 shows the energies of the E22 and E11 emission
peaks for the DNA–CNT hybrids, together with previously reported values for SDS-dispersed nanotubes
[5,17] and the E22 values measured with RRS. Even
though most of the ESii values captured in our PL experiments appear to be red-shifted from the values previously reported for SDS-encapsulated SWNTs with the
same (n, m) assignments (see Table 1), these previously
reported values can be used as a guide for us to draw
similar (2n + m = constant) family patterns for the PL
peaks of DNA–CNT samples. Even though absorption
could occur over a relatively broad range of ES22 excitation energies, the ES11 emission energy is clearly associated with the transition occurring at the band edge.
Since the emission proﬁle is relatively sharper, the uncertainties in the measured ES11 values are expected to be
smaller [18].
Compared to the values of Eii obtained for SDSisolated HiPco nanotubes with the same (n, m) assignment, most of the PL-determined shifts in the
ES22 and ES11 values for DNA–CNTs are found to be

less than 30 meV, which is consistent with the shifts
observed in the ES22 values measured using RRS, as
mentioned above (see Table 1). The shifts in Eii values
between the SDS and DNA wrapped nanotubes measured both in RRS and PL suggest that the electronic
structures of the nanotubes are perturbed diﬀerently
by diﬀerent wrapping agents and by diﬀerent nanotube environments. In addition, the diﬀerence in Eii
between the fractionated and unfractionated samples
suggests that even though the DNA eﬀectively isolates
the nanotubes from its environment, the homogeneity
of the sample makes a diﬀerence in the electronic
structure of individual SWNTs.
PL peaks for (9, 7) and (11, 0) SWNTs are found in
the contour plot for the fractionated sample, while the
transitions for the corresponding nanotubes do not
appear in the PL spectra for the non-fractionated
DNA–CNT hybrids. This suggests that the fractionation process eliminated some of the brightly luminescing
species and brought out the transitions associated with
species that were present in the original sample in small
quantities and were too weak to be seen before. A 30
meV red shift was observed for the (8, 7) nanotube in
the fractionated sample, relative to its non-fractionated
counterpart. This suggests that even though the DNAwrapping has increased the physical distance between
diﬀerent nanotubes, the interactions between diﬀerent
species in the non-fractionated sample reduced the
homogeneity of the environment, perturbed the nanotube electronic structure, and changed the Eii by a small
amount. Similar shifts in the Eii values for nanotubes of
the same (n, m) assignments between the dried fractionated and dried non-fractionated sample were also observed in the RRS Eii determination, as shown in Fig. 1.

Table 1
Transition energies of DNA–CNT hybrids compared to SDS-encapsulated CNTs measured in PL experiments
(n, m)

dt

DNA–CNT hybrids
ES22

(9, 7)
(8, 7)
(8, 6)
(10, 3)
(9, 4)
(11, 1)
(7, 6)
(10, 2)
(11, 0)
(7, 5)
(9, 2)
(8, 3)
(6, 5)
(9, 1)
(6, 4)
(7, 2)
(5, 4)

1.103
1.018
0.953
0.923
0.903
0.903
0.883
0.872
0.862
0.818
0.795
0.771
0.747
0.747
0.684
0.641
0.612

ðeVÞ

1.689(PL)
1.671(PL)
1.938(RRS)
1.692(PL)
2.046(RRS)
1.927(RRS)
1.665(PL)
1.930(RRS)
2.188(RRS)
1.869(RRS)
2.186(RRS)

Frac. DNA–CNT hybrids
ES11

ðeVÞ

0.956(PL)
1.003(PL)

ES22

ðeVÞ

1.541(PL)
1.663(PL)

ES11

SDS-wrapped CNTs [5]
ðeVÞ

0.933(PL)
0.934(PL)

2.046(RRS)
1.102(PL)
1.936(RRS)
1.190(PL)

1.257(PL)

1.663(PL)
1.935(RRS)
2.201(RRS)
1.873(RRS)
2.186(RRS)
1.822(RRS)
2.181(RRS)
1.934(RRS)
2.502(RRS)

1.176(PL)

1.252(PL)

ES22 ðeVÞ

ES11 ðeVÞ

1.572
1.714
1.740
1.959
1.724
2.029
1.916
1.691
1.675
1.925
2.251
1.870
2.191
1.789
2.140
1.981
2.567

0.942
0.983
1.064
1.130

1.177
1.194

1.274
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4. Conclusions
In this study, diﬀerent samples of CoMoCAT CNTbased DNA-DNT hybrids were studied with RRS and
PL experiments. DNA-wrapping and fractionation provide new means for probing the electronic structure of
the nanotube 1D electronic structure by isolating the
individual nanotubes from inter-tube interactions and
by removing most of the metallic nanotubes to create
a more homogeneous nanotube environment, thereby
increasing the excited state lifetimes for PL. By monitoring the changes in the phonon spectra, the DNA-wrapping of CoMoCAT samples was found to be the
diameter-selective aspect of DNA-wrapping. Also, the
eﬀects of fractionation were characterized. The good isolation achieved by DNA-wrapping and by the removal
of metallic nanotubes through fractionation also brings
out well-deﬁned components of the G-band features,
and suppresses the E2-type phonon transitions. The
RBM frequencies are found to be relatively insensitive
to the nanotube environment. Through monitoring the
shifts in the interband transition energies for DNA–
CNTs, relative to SDS-encapsulated nanotubes and
fractionated, S-enriched DNA–CNT samples, using
RRS and PL, the environmental eﬀects are found to
play a small but non-negligible role regarding the Eii
determination. The electronic structure of nanotubes
can be perturbed diﬀerently when the tubes are situated
in diﬀerent environments, and the Eii can change by different amounts.
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